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This work investigated in-plane MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) for the application of

spin torque transfer random access memory (STT-RAM). The MTJ in this work had an resistance

area product (RA)¼ 4.3 X�lm2, tunneling magnetoresistance ratio �135%, thermal stability factor

D(H)¼68 (by field measurement), and D(I)¼ 50 (by current measurement). The optimal writing

energy was found to be 0.286 pJ per bit at 1.54 ns for antiparallel (AP) state to parallel (P) state

switching, and 0.706 pJ per bit at 0.68 ns for P state to AP state switching. Ultra fast spin torque

transfer (STT) switching was also observed in this sample at 580 ps (AP to P) and 560 ps (P to AP).

As a result, 0.6–1.3 GHz was determined to be the optimal writing rate from writing energy

consumption of view. These results show that in-plane MgO MTJs are still a viable candidate as the

fast memory cell for STT-RAM. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3556784]

Spin torque transfer random access memory (STT-

RAM) is a very promising candidate for the next generation

of mainstream universal memory.1–4 The key advantages of

STT-RAM over competing technologies are its nonvolatile,

high speed, and energy-efficient writing. MgO magnetic tun-

nel junctions as the basic memory cell in STT-RAM have

been widely studied since 2004.5–8 However, most studies

focus on separate aspects of the MTJ such as the TMR ratio,

the critical current density, the thermal stability, or the

switching mechanism, but not the MTJ as a whole for STT-

RAM application. For real device design, this is impractical

since all aspects should be balanced in order to integrate

with CMOS (Refs. 2 and 4) and to perform as a reliable

memory device. Among all those practical requirements, the

writing energy and thermal stability of single MTJ bit are the

key parameters in STT-RAM memory cell design.4,9 It is

crucial to achieve low writing energy while maintaining rea-

sonable thermal stability at the same time

In this paper, we investigated the in-plane MgO MTJ

according to the STT-RAM application requirement and

showed that it is a viable candidate for STT-RAM. Ultralow

writing energy and ultrafast switching from both switching

direction were observed. The switching probability distribu-

tion was measured from sub nanosecond to millisecond re-

gime to analyze both the precessional and thermally

activated switching modes.

The MTJ samples in this report were prepared using a

Singulus sputtering system with a stacking structure of

(bottom electrode)/PtMn (15 nm)/Co70Fe30 (2.5 nm)/Ru

(0.85 nm)/Co40Fe40B20 (2.4 nm)/MgO (0.83 nm)/Co60Fe20B20

(1.8 nm)/(top electrode). It was postannealed at 300 �C under

1 T magnetic field for 2 h. The wafer was then patterned into

elliptical nanopillars with different sizes and aspect ratios.

The results in this paper were measured in the same MTJ

with the optimal size of 130 �50 nm2. Switching probability

was measured in switching process both from antiparallel

(AP) state to parallel (P) state and from parallel (P) state to

antiparallel (AP) state. The whole measuring process is as

follows (take the switching from AP to P as an example).

The MTJ was first reset to AP state by applying a large exter-

nal field about twice the free layer saturation field for 1 s.

Then, the large reset field was replaced by a small bias field,

which compensates the free layer offset field. Subsequently,

a short voltage switching pulse was applied to the junction

through ground signal ground (GSG) probe. Finally, the

junction resistance was measured by applying a small dc

readout current to determine whether it has switched or not.

This sequence was repeated for 100 times to calculate the

final switching probability under each condition.

Figure 1 shows the magnetoresistance minor loop for a

130� 50 nm2 MTJ sample. The tunneling magnetoresistance

(TMR) ratio of this junction is 135%, free layer room temper-

ature coercivity is 48 Oe, and resistance area (RA) product at

P state is 4.3 X�lm2. The abrupt switching in this R-H loop

means the junction free layer acts as a single domain unit.

The switching probability as a function of pulse width

and pulse amplitude is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In this

paper, the pulse amplitude is the mean pulse voltage on de-

vice which is calculated by 2VincidentRMTJ/(RMTJþZ0) due

to the impedance mismatch in circuit. Z0 is the circuit systema)Electronic mail: jpwang@umn.edu.
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impedance, 50 X. Both the writing energy and switching

time are defined at 50% switching probability corresponding

to the dashed line in the figure. From the two figures, we can

see that ultrafast switching around 0.5 ns is achievable when

the pulse amplitude is about 1 V (purple curve and red

curve). For AP to P switching, the measured shortest writing

pulse width is 580 ps at 1.075 V, and for P to AP switching,

the shortest writing pulse width is 560 ps at 1.048 V. Further

increase of the pulse amplitude will reduce the switching

time more; however, 1 V is already close to the breakdown

voltage. So there is a large chance to short the thin MgO bar-

rier with pulse above 1 V for this RA value.

The pulse amplitude and switching time is plotted in

Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). In the nanosecond regime, the spin tor-

que transfer switching is a precessional process. According

to the Macrospin model,10 the switching speed is inversely

proportional to the applied current,

s / lnðp=2h0Þ
J � Jc0

; (1)

where h0 is the initial angle between the free layer and the

fixed layer while J and Jc0 is the applied and intrinsic critical

current densities, respectively. Therefore, the switching time

is inversely proportional to the pulse voltage,

s�1 ¼ A� ðV � Vc0Þ: (2)

We define Vc0 as the intrinsic switching voltage. In the fig-

ure, the red dashed curve is the fitting curve according to the

above formula. We can see the data fit well with this model

in the regime from 0.5 to 6 ns in both figures, which is similar

to other reports.11 The fitting parameters are Aap�p

¼ 2.14�109 s�1 V�1 and Vc0 ap�p¼ 0.305 V for AP to P

switching, and Ap�ap¼ 2.09� 109 s�1 V�1 and Vc0 p�ap

¼ 0.363 V for P to AP switching. Convert those values to criti-

cal current and critical current density as Ic0 ap�p¼ 0.152 mA,

Jc0 ap�p¼ 2.98� 106 A/cm2, and Ic0 p�ap¼ 0.427 mA,

Jc0 p�ap¼ 8.37� 106 A/cm2.

Now we can determine the minimum AP to P writing

energy for a single bit from the correlation between switch-

ing pulse voltage and switching time. The writing energy is

calculated by

E¼V2s=RMTJ: (3)

Therefore, the writing energy equals

E ¼ V2s
RMTJ

¼
1

Asþ Vc0

� �2
s

RMTJ

: (4)

And it has the minimum when sap�p ¼ 1=AVc0ap�p ¼ 1:53 ns

or sp�ap ¼ 1=AVc0p�ap ¼ 1:31 ns. The measured writing

energy is shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). A minimum writing

energy is found at 1.56 ns for AP to P switching, and 0.68 ns

for P to AP switching, which is in good agreement with the

prediction. The optimal 50% switching probability writing

energy is as low as 0.286 pJ for AP to P switching and 0.706

pJ for P to AP switching. Even for applications that require

significantly low write error rates, the writing energy for

100% switching probability of this sample is still as low as

0.685 pJ (AP to P) and 1.67 pJ (P to AP). This result proves

that very low writing energy consumption can be achieved

with GHz writing rate in a simple in-plane MgO MTJ

sample.

Furthermore, according to our measurement, we also

found that the optimal writing energy is always obtained

around 1 ns. For shorter writing time, the required pulse am-

plitude increases rapidly. And for longer writing time, the

energy is wasted due to the extra time. As a result, 0.6–1.3

GHz is proved to be the optimal writing rate from energy

consumption point of view.

Based on the above switching probability data, we can

plot the whole phase diagram of ns STT switching in Figs.

3(a) and 3(b). The switching probability distribution is

shown by the color as labeled next to the figure. So in both

figures, the blue color area represents a stable parallel state

and red color area stands for a stable antiparallel state.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Resistance versus magnetic field loop of a MTJ with

the size of 50� 130 nm2.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) and (b) Switching probability dependence on

writing pulse width of different pulse amplitude; (c) and (d) switching time

versus pulse amplitude at 50% switching probability; (e) and (f) writing

energy dependence on switching time.
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Between the two areas, there is a switching probability distri-

bution from 0% to 100%.

For an in-plane MTJ, its writing energy is mainly deter-

mined by the in-plane magnetic anisotropy field. However,

reducing the in-plane anisotropy field also means reducing

the energy barrier, i.e., the thermal stability. Therefore, find-

ing a balance between writing energy and thermal stability is

critical for in-plane MTJ cell for STT-RAM application. It is

important to maintain a relatively high thermal stability

while pursuing low writing energy. The conventional ther-

mal stability factor is defined as

DðHÞ ¼KvVH=kBT; (5)

where Kv is the magnetic anisotropy, VH is the volume of

free layer, and kBT are the Boltzmann constant and tempera-

ture, respectively. It follows the classic thermal fluctuation

theory

M ¼ M0 exp � t

s0

exp �KuVH

kBT

� �� �
: (6)

D(H) defines the maximum time that MTJ can keep its initial

magnetic state after writing against thermal agitation. For 10

years data stabilization, it is required to be larger than 60.4

D(H) is also called the field switching delta since it does not

include the effect on thermal stability of currents needed for

current writing and reading. It was found that the current

switching delta can be much smaller than the field switching

delta.12

The thermal stability associated with STT current writ-

ing is defined as

DðIÞ ¼KvVI=kBT; (7)

where VI is the effective activation volume for STT current writ-

ing. It is defined by the STT thermal activation switching model

JcðsÞ ¼ Jc0 1� kBT

KuVI
ln

s
s0

� �� �
: (8)

The minimum current-induced switching delta to ensure low

writing error rate is 40.4

In our sample, the field switching delta was tested by

spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) measure-

ment. D(H) equals 68 for MTJs with 130� 50 nm2 size. And

D(I) is fitted by STT switching data according to Eq. (8) in

STT thermal activation switching regime (>10 ns). Both the

short pulse switching and long pulse switching data are plot-

ted together in Fig. 4. Two distinct switching modes can be

found in this figure. For short pulse, the current-induced

switching follows precessional switching model as discussed

in the previous section. While for the long pulse, the current-

induced switching mainly follows the thermal activation

model.10,13 From Fig. 4, it is clear that the experiment data

agrees well with this model. D(I) is found to be 50. Also the

intrinsic critical current density here is Jc0¼ 3.82� 106

A/cm2 from thermal activation model, close to our previous

value 2.98� 106 A/cm2 estimated from the precessional

switching model.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the nanosecond and sub

nanosecond current-induced switching of in-plane MgO

MTJ for STT-RAM application. Considering the critical cur-

rent of this sample is not among the lowest values of other

reported in-plane MTJs, it is believed that the writing energy

can be still reduced by further reducing the critical current.

Although perpendicular MTJ holds its advantage at low

Ic0/D ratio in theory, considering other advantages of

in-plane MgO MTJ including high yield, we showed that

it is still a good choice for STT-RAM before the mature

of perpendicular MTJ cell.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) and (b) Spin torque transfer switching phase dia-

gram in nanosecond regime.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Switching time versus pulse amplitude at 50%

switching probability from 0.5 ns to 0.1 s for AP to P switching. The red and

black dots are experimental data, which follow the precessional switching

model and thermal activation model, respectively. Red line is the thermal

activation model fitting curve and vertical black dotted line is the guild line

of 1 ns.
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